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Abstract

A Study on the Right to the Integrity in Music Works

- With review of professional baseball cheering song case -

37) Lim, Hyoseong*

  The professional baseball cheering song case brought about a social interest 

in right to the integrity of music works. The right to the integrity is one of 

the moral rights of the author provided by the Korean Copyright Act, Cases 

have been accumulated in various works, but the court’s judgment regarding 

music works is insufficient. As there are various kinds of works, reasonable 

interpretation of law should be supported according to each characteristic to 

make a reasonable judgment on infringement of rights. In this sense, this paper 

first examines the characteristics of musical works and examines the precedents 

of professional baseball cheering song cases. The right to the integrity varies 

from country to country. In Korea’s current copyright law, there is no 

requirement to “demeans honor or reputation,” so it is very important to use 

the criteria to judge on the basis of whether the form and contents of the 

work are altered. 

  In (Ⅲ), the essence of musical identity is examined from the musical aesthetic 

and theoretical perspective, based on strict interpretation theory and flexible 

interpretation theory, and the changes in the form and contents of musical 

works with examples were examined based on strict interpretation theory and 

flexible interpretation theory. In (Ⅳ), The professional baseball cheering song 

case review examines the fact that the decision is somewhat unsatisfactory 

without sufficiently understanding the characteristics of the music work. In (Ⅴ), 

The conclusion concludes that it is reasonable to approach the criterion of 

judging the integrity of a musical work with a flexible interpretation theory, 

and since the moral rights are not property rights, they should act as a 

mechanism to effectively check the author's moral rights infringement.

* Standing composer, Artsehcro orchestra / Researcher, Legal Research Institute of Korea University
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